FAQs - Diploma in Mountaineering & Allied Sports
1. If I have already completed BMC, do I need to repeat it during the Diploma? - Yes
2. Can I pay the course fees in installments? - Yes, as of now in 2 Installments
3. Can a I apply for the course if I'm below 18 or above 60 years of age? - No
4. I have passed 10th and completed graduation after diploma. I do not have 12th STD certificate, am
I still eligible for the course? - Yes. Please get in touch with GGIM team for assistance.
5. Can I skip theory lectures and only attend practical and exams? - No
6. How should participants from outside Pune enroll for the course? Are there any hostel, mess
which students can join? If it is not possible to relocate to Pune, still is there any way to enroll in
course? - No hostel facility by University. However, please contact GGIM team for further details.
7. I have already enrolled and paid fees for upcoming BMC batch; so do I still have to repeat? - Yes.
However, the discussion is in process with NIM. Get in touch with GGIM team for updates.
8. Are there any scholarship options? - Yes, please contact GGIM team for details
9. Are there any other expenses than the tuition fees? Application fee: Rs.500 ;
University library fee: Around Rs.3,000
Exam Fees approximately Rs.1,000 per semester
Travel expenses Ex-Uttarkashi during Basic Mountaineering Course at NIM at actual
10. Are theory lectures be recorded and made available later? - No
11. What are the measures being taken from safety point of view? trainers? equipment/ first aid/
Insurance? - All Instructors are well qualified and the Equipment used during practical sessions is
UIAA Certified and Personal Accidental Insurance is covered.
12. What about practical sessions and fees structure if lockdown imposed / extended like last year? As of now, there is no fixed policy decided. It will be finalized if such situation arises.
13. Is travelling cost for practical sessions and BMC included in fees? - No, the travel cost for BMC is
not included whereas the cost for practical sessions in Sahyadri is included.
14. Is the cost for food during Sahyadri outdoor sessions covered? - Yes
15. Is the cost for stay, food, training at NIM covered? - Yes
15. What is the min required percentage of attendance? - 75%

